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Answers
Q1: word cloud
Q2: 
- Yes
- No, BUT we are thinking to do so



- No, and we are NOT thinking to do so

Q3
- Target setting
- Performance discussions
- Performance evaluation
- Link performance and reward
- Other
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Key messages:

Step Up Performance management framework is introducing several new elements as:
▪ Stretch Ambitions: personal “stretch” that each single employee has to define, in line with his 

Job expectations and Orange Code behaviours, to focus on top priorities that would support his 
own performance improvement, indeed contributing to “move the needle” of overall Group 
results; 

▪ No single rating system: ING will not anymore apply a the standard consolidated rating 
system based on “5-ish” point scale (or sometimes even “2-ish”), to focus on a more sensible 
discussion on each of the three dimensions (stretch, job, and behaviour) without consolidating. 
The new framework is indeed based on 3 labels on all dimensions

▪ recognition management: approach where the managers are fully empowered and 
responsible for deciding, on a continuous basis through the year, the right set of recognitions 
both financial and non financial.

▪ Validation Process (linked to stretch ambitions) process to ensure enterprise integrity 
relevance in target setting and year-end evaluation by fostering each employee to review his 
own stretch ambitions with his peers (“Horizontal validation”) and requiring a that each 
employee has his ambitions signed off by the manager’s manager during the target setting 
phase.

▪ Continuous conversation: set of 3 type of performance conversations based not only on 
periodic snap-shots (i.e. Mid Year Review and Year End Evaluation) and business reviews, but 
also on continuous feedback  focused to provide  immediate, meaningful feedback that would 
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empowering performance improvement at individual and team level;
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Key Messages

▪ Current focus has been to finalize the framework and ensure a proper test in several different 
pilots

▪ There is still a long way ahead starting from recognition management finalization but 
especially the full rollout on at Group Level, with more than 53.000 employees managing 
their performances with the new approach
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